
The rainforests of South Animerica were dense and still mysterious, mammals could get 
lost in them for days. Just what Nick and Judy wanted. An escape from it all, just to be 
alone with only themselves to rely on. It was fun, hard work had given away to lots of 
play.

The partners-turn-lovers had been canoeing down the river for three days now. Their food supplies 

would easily last them to the city another four days down river. The dense forest loomed over them. 

Flowers of all colors bloomed, filling the air with a multitude of rich fragrances. Some nearly as 

intoxicating as the scent of their lover. The fox looked to the sky as he barely steered their canoe. He 

wasn't looking at the many beautiful birds that flocked overhead from time to time.

He was enjoying the feeling of Judy's throat around his shaft. His knot throbbed angrily against Judy’s 

lips. The fox's member bulged out her white furred throat. Her tongue worked its way around the 

underside. Nick's kayak shorts were open while his tan shirt was closed save for the top two buttons 

for the heat. Judy however only had one button of her white shirt open letting her perky breast free. 

Her shorts were wide open too, these would never close again with how they had been torn all the 

way down to her butt crack. Her lungs burned and her hips bucked as she worked both herself and 

Nick to their peaks. 

Like they had been doing to one another since they got off the plane. 

What had started off as simple vacation sex in the hotel had gradulaly become kinkier and more wild, 

until here they were on the river like they had planed all along. Except now they were always doing 

something like this, or doing something to tease the other till a new act of carnal delight began. Be it 

as simple as Judy throwing all the panties she had packed into the river on the second day or how 

Nick had taken to marking their campsites like a fox of old would. Always something, somehow 

nothing seemed off the menu.

Finally Nick let out a happy whine and his balls clenched, shooting several hot streaks of fox cum 

straight down Judy’s thorat. The bunny herself came all over herself almost without shame. She 

waited until her body twitched in need of air, almost choking on Nick’s shaft before finally pulling it free

and gasping. The bunny was surprised the fox was always so willing to go. He didn't even seem to be 

getting sore, though his balls didn't seem to be able to keep up throughout the day. So without a word 

she rolled on her side and gave them a little kiss.

“Woe there Carrots.” Nick said as he balanced the boat.



The horny bunny looked up and smiled. "It's not like the first time we were dunked in the river."

"Yeah but we almost drowned." Nick commented as he started paddling again to speed them along.

"Yeah." Judy giggled into Nick's balls. "I can't believe I'm saying this but it was really hot."

"You're going to be the death of me." Nick laughed.

"And you'll be mine." Judy said looking up past Nick's shrinking shaft. "Maybe I'll suck you dry." Nick 

snorted a chuckle as he rounded a bend in the river. The bunny once so prudish giggled and kissed 

his sheath. "Maybe, I'll end up choking on your knot."

The fox looked down and smirked "if you do, can I eat you?"

"Of course. I think I put that in my will already." Judy laughed as she sat up with a grunt to look 

around. “I can't get over how pretty this place is.”

“I can’t get over how pretty you are.” Nick said, looking at Judy.

The bunny looked over her shoulder at Nick, she smirked and wiggled her tail. “It's almost lunch time.” 

she arched her back a little.

“Well, I'm not quite hungry just yet.” Nick said as he pulled the paddle into the canoe. "But maybe an 

appetizer might help. If you want to keep watch for a spot."

The bunny leaned forward pushing out her rear, her tail flapping like a flag in a storm. While Judy 

scanned the river banks ahead of them, Nick leaned down and licked the fabric covering her butt. He 

snorted, making Judy coo. The fox smiled and slipped his claw in the bottom of the tail slot, he smiled 

as the bunny trembled at the touch of the predator's claw. The fox found the seam and pulled down. 

Cutting her shorts, almost splitting the garment in two. 

Another piece of clothing ruined for pleasure.

Nick grabbed the bunny’s hips and dove in. His tongue lapping at her exposed crack. A shiver ran up 



Judy’s spine as the fox’s wet tongue drug hotly over her pink hole. The once prudish Judy panted like 

a whore, more to encourage Nick than anything. Though her slit was already dripping on the canoe’s 

bench. Nick lapped at her tail hole a few more times to loosen her exit. Then with a sexual growl he 

pushed his tongue into her hole. Judy squeaked and her tongue hung from her mouth, drool dripping 

from its tip. 

The bunny’s hips hump at the plastic bench under her as Nick roughly licked her exit tunnel. His 

tongue stretching the rings and diving deeper with each pass. Judy panted as her eyes spied a perfect

little spot to have lunch and some more fun. With a squeak the bunny pointed, saying. “How about 

there?” she panted as Nick's lower jaw slid under her and his fangs raked through her back fur.

Nick looked at where his lover's shaky paw pointed. He slowly pulled back dragging his tongue over 

each muscular ring inside her. The bunny squeaked as her butt snapped shut. The bank the bunny 

had chosen had a slight incline of less than comfortable mud, but it led to a good patch of grass that 

would be perfect for a picnic. 

Or other activities. 

Over the past few days Nick and Judy had gotten quite skilled at maneuvering the canoe. So it only 

took them a couple of minutes to get the canoe beached and tied up. They chatted about how pretty 

the land was as they started a small campfire to cook lunch. 

"That's a big frog." Nick said looking over at a frog the size of a dinner plate. It was a light green color 

with a few darker green splotches. "Looks tasty." The amphibian blinked its soft brown eyes.

"Want to catch it for dinner?" Judy asked, looking at the booklet she had.

"It's probably poisonous."

Judy found the page about wildlife and quickly found the frog’s info. She hummed as Nick looked 

between her and the frog. "Uh nope says they're safe to eat. Apparently they're sweet."

"Then let's grab it." Nick said happily jumping up to his paws. 



"Yeah." The bunny said, snapping the book closed, startling frog. It croaked and turned, hopped 

deeper into the woods. "Dang it." Judy said, rushing after the frog.

"Carrots, wait." Nick said following behind her.

The pair chased the frog through the woods for a good couple of minutes. Till it leapt out into a 

clearing. Judy slid to a stop looking around at the picturesque pond. Soft earth gently sloped to the 

clear water. It was all fed by a few small waterfalls that seemed to come from a tall tree whose roots 

held up the cave that half the pond sat in. Dozens upon dozen of the same type of frog hopped, swam 

or sunned themselves around the area. Some were tiny no bigger than Judy’s paw others were almost

as big as she was if not bigger.

The grass rustled as Nick dashed into the clearing, almost bowling Judy over. Scarring the rest of the 

frogs into the water. He was stunned by the beauty of the scene long enough he didn't notice Judy 

was naked from the waist down.

"What happened to your shorts?"

Judy looked down and shrugged. "Don't know. Not like they really covered anything." She said, pulling

off her shirt. "Let’s go for a swim!"

"Sure." Nick replied as he disrobed. "Maybe we can snap some pics later." He laughed. The tip of his 

member poking out of his sheath.

"Some with your knot in me?" She asked. Before Nick could answer the bunny before she jumped 

high into the air landed in the water a small splash. She swam around imagining all the naughty things

they might do, she felt the tingle between her legs like always. It was stronger now than ever before, 

so many taboo once in a lifetime things.

Judy saw Nick splash in the water and surfaced with him. She giggled while Nick whooped, saying "A 

little chilly."

"I like it." Judy says as she slowly floats closer giggling as she adds. “But if you're cold I think we can 



come up with a way to warm up.” The bunny held herself to her lover with a paw on his shoulder. She 

looked up into his eyes as she reached under the water and rubbed his sheath.

"Sounds like a plan." Nick replied as his hot pulsing meat slid out of its sheath. Judy's wet padless paw

slid over the shaft, gently squeezing it, rubbing away the useless last remnants of his previous 

orgasm. While the bunny positioned herself to take his shaft into her sweet folds Nick floated back to 

stand on the soft bank while still up to their shoulders in the water.

Nick held the bunny's butt as she rubbed the fox meat on her clit before the fox lifted her up and 

pushed into her. The bunny squealed as her folds stretched around the predator’s shaft. Nick just 

growled lightly as he worked his hips and hers at the same time. The cool water splashed around 

them as the fox fucked his bunny for all she was worth. He smiled and looked at her as he walked his 

fingers between the cheeks of her butt and pushed his middle finger into her hole.

Judy saw stars as Nick stretched both her holes. She moaned loudly, feeling the large finger pushing 

past the rings of her butt, changing how everything felt. Pulling, pushing and pressing things against 

all the hidden nerves inside her. The whole while Nick’s knot grew, stretching her twat to its limits. 

Locking them together. 

Nick threw back his head and howled as his hot wave of seed washed over her insides. The bunny 

panted, her own juices trapped inside. It wasn't her best orgasm but it would do.

Both gasped as they then floated around until they laid on their sides in a shallow spot of the cool 

pound, their maws mingling all the while. Still locked tightly in Judy’s twat Nick continued to slowly 

thrust into her. He had moved his paw from her butt held her left leg up in the air. Both were slowly 

bought to another most gentle orgasm soon enough.

Something about this place just drove the pair wild. After filling Judy's folds twice more Nick destroyed 

the bunny's butt. Judy herself enjoyed it but never screamed like she did in their first time. Even as the

rings of her butt were stretched around the knot almost too big for them.

After finishing in her butt the fox flopped on his back in a couple inches of water. He panted his angry 

red meat still hard. With cum slowly leaking from her holes Judy laid with her head on his wet belly. 

She idly licked at his members tip while gently rubbing his shaft.



"I think we fucked through lunch time...ohhh." he looked down as Judy’s mouth enveloped his 

member, happily sucking it clean. "You can have that but I need some meat too." He groaned already 

close thanks to the mysterious effect the place had on them.

As Nick's belly rumbled with hunger, something caught Judy’s eye. She smiled and popped her mouth 

of his meat and said. "How about a stuffed frog." She greedily took his meat back in her mouth again, 

bearing down on him and swallowing his tip and his throbbing growing knot.

"Stuffed frog?" Nick questioned as he looked down at her. "Stuffed with what?"

Judy popped off his meat again to answer, "Cream filled bunny." Hearing her declaration the half 

drunk fox came. Judy got the first shot of thin fox jizz all over her face. The next few she got in her 

mouth coating her tongue. She sat up and swallowed. With a grin looked over at her lover and wiped 

her face. Leaning in close, resting belly to belly she said, "Before you ask, I'm not joking." She gave a 

playful boop to his nose before she hopped on all-fours and then bound over the fox.

"Huh." Nick said, sitting up watching the bunny splash through the wrist deep water a few times then 

slowly walking over to a log. With a gasp she laid on her back and stretched her legs out into the 

deeper water.

That's when Nick noticed it. A large forg, probably the biggest he had ever seen. Under the clear water

the frog blinked and shifted as he saw the wiggling bunny toes. Judy watched it as the amphibian 

crawled out of its hole. She slowly slid up the bank as the frog pursued just as slowly.

Its eyes broke the surface of the water, still locked in the bunny's toes. Nick marveled at the size of the

thing. It was probably only about half as long as Judy was tall but was a bit wider and thicker.

With sudden speed the frog launched forward. Its thick tongue shooting out and enveloping both 

Judy's paws like a suction cup. It had a good hold of the cream filled bunny and would have pulled her

into his mouth if she wasn’t holding onto the shore. Giveing her just enough leverage to force the frog 

to come to her. Which it did. Walking out of the water as Judy pulled her legs to her chest.

Nick's mouth hung open as the frog quickly figured out it had to get her rump first. The water and cum-

dripping ass of the bunny was in its mouth Judy giggled and pushed herself in with the forepaws that 



once held her in place. In just a few quick lunges, half of the bunny was gulped into the frog’s throat 

and worked its way the short distance to his gut While it was having an easy enough time getting the 

bunny down. To Nick's delight it looked like the frog might have overestimated its stomach. 

Even with just her rump and hips in him the frog’s belly was dragging on the ground. Judy was panting

hard as the wet tight body enveloped her. She shivered at its cool touch. The amphibian's soft teeth 

flicked over her nipples while it tried to force her into its chilly stomach. Sticky goo dripped over Judy 

as she was pulled deeper.

The bunny moaned and laughed as the frog’s lips neared and then passed over her chin. “Better hurry

Nick, or you’re going to lose him.”

Nick stood as the frog closed its mouth over Judy's head. The overly full frog kept swallowing but the 

ears hung from its maw. However Judy seemed to be wrong about Nick’s meal getting away. The 

greedy frog after pushing her ears into its mouth with its front legs tried to turn around but its bloated 

belly was just too big. It tried to push itself back into the water but before the thing made any progress 

the fox approached and grabbed the frog by its stubby front legs. The frog kicked and squirmed and 

croaked as Nick dragged it up onto the dry land and flipped the frog on its back. The poor thing was 

completely helpless, legs now waving uselessly in the air, it was so overstuffed, it was impossible for 

the frog to right itself.

That's when Nick heard it, Laughing coming from inside the frog. Looking at the morsel to be, he could

see the outline of Judy in it’s tight skin. The bunny’s body was more or less in the fetal position, and it 

shook with her delightful chortle and the frog’s wiggling. Nick tilted his head following the lines of the 

bunny, her shoulders were high up in the frogs chest. He hummed and said. “She couldn't.”

The fox knelt beside the frog and worked his fingers into the frog's lips and pried them open. The light 

flooded into the amphibian's mouth and Judy looked up. Her face wet as she grinned up at her lover. 

“Hey.”

“Stuffing doesn't talk.” Nick laughed.

“Oh I see how it is.” The bunny said in mock offense. 



As Nick looked around he asked. “Want me to prop its mouth open?”

“Nah, get to cooking.”

Even though Nick let the frog's mouth snap closed, he and Judy chatted like they would any time they 

cooked together, though both had to yell for the other to hear sometimes. The frog’s struggles stopped

as it just accepted its fate. Just croaking from time to time while it tried to digest its last meal.

Judy could feel it happening. First her claws started to get soft, and her more sensitive spots started to

itch. The bunny scratched that itch and fingered her cum-filled pussy at the same time. In the mean-

time Nick had built a good sized fire and even a roasting stand. Using what was left of their clothes the

fox tied the frog to a large, straight branch. He took a step back and with his paws on his hips and his 

member bouncing in the air. “So you ready?”

“Oh yeah.” Judy answered, riding out an orgasm that the fox could see clearly through the frog’s belly.

“You know if we had had more time I would have shaved first.” 

“Why?” Nick grunted hefting the meal.

“Well... you defeather a chicken right?”

“Yeah.” Nick grunted as leaned over to hang the frog over the fire, the heat curling his fur. He was 

lucky he didn't burn is dick. “But I don't want to miss a bit of you.” Nick said as he watched the frog 

start to kick and squirm again. 

Judy caught a glimpse of Nick checking the ties as the frog croaked. “Well, I guess.” for the moment 

the bunny couldn't feel the heat. “But still it would probably be better if you didn't have to pick gray fur 

out of your teeth.” 

“We’ll see.” He said watching the lump that was the bunny’s arm moving inside the frog, it was 

between the other two lumps that had to be her legs, so he knew what she was doing. “How's it feel in 

there?” He asked, wrapping a paw around his shaft. 

“Sticky.” she said with a grunt. “Doesn’t really sting like I thought it would. More just tingles and itches,



my tail and toes are numb though. So is my butt I think." Nick nodded, rubbing himself off. He didn't 

care that the bunny couldn't see it.

As the minutes passed Nick did his best to adjust the frog so he could cook it all the way through, and 

cook Judy thoroughly. The fox slowly, slowly stroked himself as Judy said. "The heats getting 

through'im." Judy panted, her words still a muffled echo in the frog's large mouth that was just loud 

enough to be heard over the crackle of the fire. 

"I bet, He's looking like a hotdog over the campfire." Nick said, looking at the frog's fire-kissed skin. 

The large amphibian had expired a while ago. It looked almost peaceful as it cooked.

Inside with the meat she had willingly become stuffing for, its juices started to boil around Judy. She 

was feeling faint as deep inside her body she felt dull pain. However with the frog's digestive acid 

working on her for so long she couldn't tell what the damage was done to her. While she was still in 

one piece, the acid had soaked into her body and burned out her nerves.

Now she was half cooked and could feel it, she felt knew what that meant. "Baby?" The bunny called, 

feeling her consciousness waning, realizing everything was coming to an end. Nick answered her but 

she couldn’t hear. "Baby! NICK." 

"I'm here, Carrots!"

Judy barely heard him. "You better love this meal, you dumb fox." Her voice faded out, replaced by the

pop of the fire. A moment later Nick howled and came in the same fire.

After catching his breath, Nick ran over and pulled the rabbit-stuffed frog off the fire. After setting it 

down on its back he sat with his knife and fork and smiled. "I will Carrots."

Drool dripped from Nick's maw as he looked at the fire roasted frog. His member pulsed as he stuck 

the fork into the tender frog meat. The knife cut through it with little trouble and he pulled off a large 

bite of juicy meat. Even unseasoned, the meat was delicious. He dug in and cut out a few more bites 

of the frog slowly digging deeper to get to the stewed bunny underneath. 

His mouth watering cut out a bite of Judy’s cooked form. It was tender, somehow more so than the 



frog. Juice ran down his throat as he chewed the bunny meat. He didn't care about the hair, it was just

so good. He sighed in delight after swallowing. Nick was lost to the flavor, he cut bigger and bigger 

chunks of his meal out. Half chewing them before gulping them down. His shaft pulsed as he was 

finally lost to savage hunger. Dropping his knife and fork to just use his powerful jaws to pull mouthfuls

of tasty frog and tastier bunny from his meal. 

Juices of all types dripped from the fox’s maw as he tore into the frog. Ripping open the side of the 

amphibian and swallowed it’s hide, flesh and bones. Panting with his knotted shaft bouncing under his 

belly as he looked at the bunny in the frog belly. Plenty of her fur was missing as was much of her 

right shoulder and right arm. He followed her arm under her leg to her crotch. 

She had been fingering herself. 

The fox leaned down and licked along her stewed arm and smiled. With his head inside his meal he 

took a bite. Eating Judy’s lower arm and her twat in one bite. He ate the bunny's cooked and half 

digested lower belly till her right leg fell out on his front paw. He came at the touch, with the load 

landing uselessly on the grass.

Nick never stopped eating. Picking up the bunny leg by its paw and choking it down whole after 

tearing it off at her hips. The frog's rear end followed suit. The plump fox licked his chops and looked 

around his meal. He nipped off a few bites of the frog's back before spying his lover's little breasts.

He leaned down and licked the soft little mounds he used to suck on to make her squeal. Now Judy 

was just meat to be eaten, and that's what he did. He sank his fangs into those mounds and pulled off 

the only fat on his former lover's body and happily chewed on them while the juices dripped from his 

jaws as he ate the bunny's chest ribs and all. As the fox crunched a bone in his jaws he looked at the 

meal.

Judy’s head was still hidden in the jaws of the cooked frog. Nick was already full but he had to have 

that treat for himself. The stuffed fox stepped over to the frog’s head. His pulsing member hard still 

under his belly dripping pre and cum. He slipped his fingers into the lips of his frog meal and pried it 

open. Inside he was Judy's smiling face, as perfect as the first day he saw her. Eyes closed in 

orgasmic bliss. Her gray fur was barely soggy while her ears were balled up on her scalp. 

Nick smiled and leaned in, fitting his jaws around the sides of her head. He growled as he pulled, 



devouring her chest had left little holding on his bunny meal's head. It popped off fairly easily after just 

a moment of pulling and twisting. The sound made another shot of seed spurt from his shaft. 

Something in the air just made this so perfect.

Panting, lost to his hunger and lust, the fox tossed his head up making the head of his former lover 

slide down his tongue to the back of his throat. The first actual swallow pulled the bunny's ear into the 

predator's throat. Nick opened his mouth wide to swallow Judy’s big head smile still attached.

He was always the one with the ego, but he couldn't think her head was any bigger. The next few 

swallows of Judy’s head slowly worked her cute puffy cheeks into his. Finally Nick closed his mouth 

and swallowed the bulge in his neck moved just an inch. Nick's eyes went wide as he realized Judy’s 

head was caught in his throat. 

Nick's body attempted to force the head out, but the fox refused it. He would swallow this bunny's 

head if it killed him. He swallowed again and again, gradually working the ‘bite’ slowly into his chest. 

Finally, after a full minute of swallowing, Nick got Judy’s head down into his distended stomach. The 

fox flopped on the ground panting, his lungs on fire. His balls tight as he came again as he laid the 

grass, surging with a sense of victory for swallowing down the stubborn head of his lover-turned frog 

stuffing.

Then something caught his blurry sight. From behind the waterfall something massive moved. The fox 

watched as a giant frog easily the size of a bear - if not bigger. It was the same, spotted green-on-

green as the one Judy stuffed and he devoured. However this one was not as smooth as the smaller 

ones, with bumpy worthy skin and a cluster of massive mushrooms on its back.

After Nick had blinked away his tears, he briefly saw dust wafting away into the wind. The monster 

frog looked at it for a moment and seemed satisfied before it turned to Nick, Judy and the half eaten 

frog. Nick tried to stand but found he couldn’t do anything but watch the frog's large sticky tongue 

shootout and latch onto the half eaten stuffed frog and pulled it back into its mouth. It swallowed the 

pile of meat with ease. 

The monster of an amphibian turned to Nick and the fox could barely lift his head to watch the frog’s 

mouth open and its tongue shoot out to stick to his back and yank him up into the warm wet maw. His 

shaft sprang from its sheath as the mouth snapped close around him. In the darkness he could barely 

see or breath but he felt the slimy muscles around him push him deeper into the creature. In a 

moment he was forced to hold his breath as he was pushed into the stomach. The fox couldn't hold 



his breath for long, but he could cum one more time. Just like the massive frog wanted. The spores of 

its mushrooms wafted into the winds. Turning mammals into sex crazied prey that would eventually 

make its way to it. Just the way this thing liked it. Nice and easy.

Least they died with smiles on their faces.


